FreeStyle™
PERSONAL STORAGE LOCKER

Make it up as you go.
EVERYTHING CHANGES:
PEOPLE. EQUIPMENT. STORAGE REQUIREMENTS.

Here’s a locker system that changes just as fast. Start with sizes that fit your space, and configurations that meet your demands. Then include a range of accessories that adapt to your needs. The FreeStyle™ personal storage locker from Spacesaver: **the only on-site, end-user reconfigurable locker of its kind.**

Make it your own – it could be the last locker system you’ll ever need.
CHANGE BEGINS WITH A FLEXIBLE RANGE OF SIZES AND OPTIONS

FreeStyle adapts to your needs, and your space, from the start. Here’s a system that’s available in a full range of dimensions: with three heights from 72" to 90 inches and five widths from 12 to 36 inches.**

FreeStyle is available with an external access drawer or a bench drawer; with single or double, plain or diamond perforated doors; and a broad range of accessories.

* Ask about our ADA compliant locker.

** 2-, 3- and 4-tier lockers available in 12, 18 and 24 inch widths (pictured above).
**ADJUSTABLE ACCESSORIES**
Unique design allows infinite custom configurations and adjustments. Many options are available, including magnetic mirrors, boot trays and standard peg board designed doors.

**Document Holder**
Door-mounting allows easy access to documents and notebooks.

**Modular Shelf**
Available in 12” and 24” heights. Add accessories like the file divider kit to further compartmentalize and customize the locker.

**Lockable Box Kit**
Use this kit and add a lock to store hand guns and other valuables.

**Hook Kits**
Add single hooks to the side of the modular shelf or a double-hook to the bottom for more hanging storage.

**Internal Drawers**
6 and 9 inch high drawers offer more custom space, and are available in locking or non-locking configurations.

**Adjustable Shelf**
Available in standard and heavy duty capacities for storing everything from clothing to ammunition.

**3-Hook Bracket**
Hook bracket can be moved up and down, and from one side of the locker to another.

**Support Rail**
Use with Spacesaver weapons storage components or other specialty storage accessories.

**Universal Base**
Use in conjunction with the EZ Rail or support rail, and with Spacesaver weapons storage components.

**EZ Rail™ Element**
Innovative engineering offers flexible storage of hanging bins, slat wall accessories and weapons storage components.

**Support Rail**
Use with Spacesaver weapons storage components or other specialty storage accessories.

**Lock Options**
Lock options include hasp only for pad lock, keyed lock or combination lock.

**Solid Maple Bench**
Solid butcher block maple bench provides durability and good looks.

**Interlock System**
All bench and external access drawers automatically lock and unlock with the door. These drawers feature 200 lb. ball bearing slides.

**GET USED TO HAVING OPTIONS:**
ONE LOCKER OFFERS HUNDREDS OF POSSIBILITIES.

**TAKE CHARGE**
All full-height lockers are designed for modular plug-and-play electrical components to bring power to lockers for chargers, shavers, laptops and other devices. Add power now or later.
**AIR EXTRACTION READY**

All full-height lockers and accessories include a number of standard features, which naturally promote air circulation through the locker. Add air extraction mechanicals now or later.

- **Accessory Spacing:** To promote air flow, all accessories are positioned away from the rear locker panel.
- **Built-in Air Baffle:** Adjustable vent enables lockers to be balanced for air circulation after installation.

---

**Visibility/Circulation**
Diamond perforated doors offer visibility as well as natural air circulation and ventilation.

**Adjustable Shelf with Integral Garment Hanger**
Provides clothing separation for better drying.

**Louvered Shelf**
For ventilation and drying – great for body armor.

**Ventilation Rack**
Sliding rack that sits in bench drawer for ventilation.

**Louvered Doors and Drawers**
Louvers help direct optimal air circulation.
FreeStyle’s double-wall doors can withstand this officer’s 280 pounds of force without compromising the integrity of the construction.
RUGGED, DURABLE STEEL CONSTRUCTION:
BUILT STRONG FOR LASTING VALUE.

In a tough world, it takes two things to survive. You have to adapt. And you have to be strong. Adaptability is designed into every aspect of the FreeStyle system. And the strength to endure is there too – in every weld, in every steel component, in every moving part.

Take our double-wall welded doors. We call them the industry’s strongest doors. You’ll call them slam-proof; they’re built that tough. So tough, they stand up to the weight of our friend, Jeremy, without damage or deflection.

Load the FreeStyle locker up with your heaviest supplies and equipment. It can take it. (300 lbs. per shelf)

MAKE YOUR MOVE
FreeStyle is tough enough to survive years of aggressive usage, flexible enough to meet the needs of every individual user, adaptable enough to change when your needs change, and cost-effective enough to fit any budget. Learn more about the last locker you’ll ever need.

Watch the system in action by visiting: www.FreeStyleLockers.com
Then talk to your Spacesaver dealer.